DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL RANCHI
Ex Dipsites Nailed it Again: UPSC 2018

DPS Ranchi is known for instilling the belief of dreaming big among its children. And, therefore
expanding its territory of success, Dipsites have proven their mettle in the country’s most prestigious
examination (UPSC) as well. The Union Public Service Commission is India’s premier central
recruiting agency. It is responsible for appointments and examinations for All India services and
group A & group B of Central services. UPSC announced its result on 5th April 2019, Friday.
This year adding to the legacy of qualifying this most sought after exam; once again 4 students of
DPS Ranchi have succeeded in this reputed exam. Aditya Goyal of DPS Ranchi secured 69th position
in UPSC. He has throughout been a sincere and hardworking student and this is not the first time he
has made the school proud. He was the topper in the science stream of AISSCE-2012 scoring 97.4%.
Aanchal Shrivastava, daughter of Mr.Sanjay Shrivastava has secured 110th position in UPSC who has
done Class-X from DPS Ranchi. Along with this, Shivashish Kumar, son of Mr. Raghvendra Chaudhary
has secured 368th position in the exam. He has done +2 studies from Delhi Public School Ranchi.
Adding to the list of rank holders in this prestigious examination, K. Lalith Rao of 2013 Commerce
batch, secured 626th position in UPSC. He said, “I got a very conducive, inclusive and supportive
environment for pursuing academics in the school, which helped me to progress towards my goal
without hindrance despite being visually impaired. I always had a dedication and will to serve the
people of this great country. Especially, the downtrodden and those who are in dire need of help.”
Last year former students of DPS Ranchi who made it to the list of rank holders of UPSC examination
are Sagar Kumar Jha and Shrey Vats. Sagar secured 13th position and Shrey got 343rd rank in UPSC.
The Principal, Dr. Ram Singh congratulated all the former students. He said that the success rate is
increasing every year and achievements like these act as a motivation for other students of DPS.

